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11th International Seminar

Lithium, from Argentina to the world

LITHIUM

Since 2011, a highly valued and much awaited global event

After consolidating as one of mining industry's preferred events at both the Latin American and World
levels, the eleventh edition of the International Seminar: Lithium in South America will be held next May 31
and June 1.
With the participation of important companies engaged in the lithium business and the presence of wellknown specialists and opinion leaders, the conference offers the most relevant information on the sector
and the possibility to establish contact with strategic actors, giving access to not only expert projections
and analyses but also to the various business opportunities that emerge during the two-day event

Seminar characteristics:
Location in the Lithium Triangle: Alternate venues in Jujuy, Salta and Catamarca
+500 Attendees in every edition
Presentations in Spanish and English; simultaneous interpreting available
Business rounds and scheduled personal meetings
International attendance and relevance
+ Top lithium companies
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More on the event
2022 Edition Overview
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Attendance to this event opens up plenty business opportunities and allows listening to players carrying
weight within the lithium business circuit. The seminar includes top-notch presentations made by actors in
charge of project development in addition to business rounds, meetings of mining companies and their providers and networking and entertainment activities. All of this, happening at a location within the Lithium
Triangle and in the company of representatives from Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
China, USA, Peru, UK and other key European regions.

*COVID-19 safety protocols observed*

+2
Strategic
location:
Province of
Catamarca,
Argentina

Full days of
company
presentations and
business
networking

Target Audience:
Mining company CEO’s and
leaders, provider company
entrepreneurs, mining
entrepreneurs, public
officers,
technical bodies and
international organizations,
local representatives.

Business
Rounds
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LITHIUM
Discussion Lines and Topics
The presentations will address the following topics:
-Recent investments and other private sector movements in Argentina
-Regional and International Analysis: current situation in relevant countries
-Status of projects and future developments in Argentina
-National and international political, economic and market environments
-New technologies involved in lithium production
-Presentations on corporate, technical and sustainability issues
-Expert discussions

Some of prior editions speakers:

Joe Lowry
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The reasons not to miss it

Lithium prices are now enjoying an all-time-high while since 2020, this sector has acquired such significance
that this resource, essential for the transition to electric transportation systems, has mustered strong support from the investment community and the companies in charge of its production and development. Concurrently, countries such as USA and China, along with ambitious plans in Europe, seek to advance in the
electrification and decarbonization of their production matrices, an endeavor that will make lithium a leading supply over this decade.

The keys:
+Anticipated investments and M&A scenario
Rising prices and growing markets
Increased demand
Geopolitical evolution and favorable global agreements
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Argentina and its North-West potential
A region to be kept under close watch
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The International Seminar: Lithium in South America is held in a strategic location in Argentina, more specifically at alternate venues in the provinces of the Argentinean North-West (NOA: Jujuy, Salta and Catamarca). From this spot, the conference has consolidated as a central forum for the actors who make up the
lithium development chain and, year after year, come together to ramp up business, to discuss developments in the sector and their prospects, as well as to establish direct relationships in a space designed to
meet the networking needs of companies and institutions.

An ever growing attraction on the international stage
A lot has been said about the country's role in the supply of lithium-based products and the need to realize
the huge value potential buried in Argentina's salt flats. Alongside with copper (49.47%), at present it is one
of the mining segments that most future investments has got earmarked at the national level, accounting for
36.3% of the estimated total.
The reasons?
-Competitive advantages vs. its regional competitors
-Favorable costs and legal framework
-High-quality and abundant resource
-Experience: Lithium is produced in Argentina since 1997
-Possibility to use conventional and alternative technologies

Production
Construction
Feasibility
Pre-feasibility
PEA
Advanced Exploration

Source: National Mining Secretary
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We're eager to welcome you!
If interested in attending the International Seminar Lithium in South America 2022,
please contact Panorama Minero through the following channels:

Email: informes@panorama-minero.com
Whatsapp Business: +54 9 11 6360-4077
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